
 

Q & A sent through email   
 

 
Assignment Name:   
 

 

RFQ/UNDP/EU/008/2015 
Renovation of SPO Project Office, Building C, 5th Floor, Ministry of Agriculture 

 
 
 

Closing Date and Time:  
Thursday, 19 March 2015 , at close of business Jakarta Local Time  

 

TO ALL INTERESTED BIDDERS 
 
Here below are Answers to Questions raised regarding the above assignment: 
 

NO Q & A 

1 

Q The BOQ, page 11- described that the downlight is using LED 120cm but in 
Annex 4 Drawing said it using TL . Please explain.  LED Stripe or TL ?  

A It must use TL 

2 

Q For sprinkle in existing building, can we remove them? As there is drop 
ceiling in the in the area that will be designed. 

A The sprinkle can  not  be removed but it can be lowered below level of drop 
ceiling. The speaker and smoke detector can be remove 

3 

Q Whether or not placement of coffee table is near the entrance to the lounge area? As it did 
not explain in Annex 4 Drawing but it’s mentioned in the BOQ. 

A The coffee table should be removed from BOQ 

4 

Q Please explain what model of roller blind required in BOQ (Supply install 
plantation). Roller blind or vertical blind? 

A Please delete roller blind in BOQ. 

It must use roller blind   

5 

Q Please inform whether the renovation work will be started after working hours 
(during the week end) or on Saturday and Sunday only? 

A The renovation work is from Monday – Friday after 5pm till evening time. For 
Saturday – Sunday can be arranged with building management 

6 

Q The requirement of glass partition in working area is not mentioned in BOQ, 
please explain whether the glass partition have to be covered by film sticker or 
sandblast?  

A It has to be covered by film sticket 

7 Q Please explain brand and color preference for parquet floor 



A There is no specific brand. The thickness is 8 mm 

8 

Q Please explain alternate 1 and alternate 2 in matrix content of furniture & if the 
desk in alternative 2  is build in? 

A If bidder can not provide requirement as alternate 1 then use alternate 2.  In 
Alternate 1: it is split desk, Alternate 2: connecting desk. 

9 
Q Is there a new panel? If yes, please inform the posititon 

A Not necessary, the panel straight to AHU on the 5th floor 

10 
Q How long is the length of new cable lane to existing panel? 

A ± 50 - 60 meter 

11 
Q Please inform whether the position of data outlet is under the desk of floor 

A Floor 

12 
Q Please explain the position of outdoor unit AC, how long is the pipe 

A It is located outside the window with 2-3m length 

13 
Q Please inform the location of AC disposal pipe? 

A Outside the window 

14 

Q If the position of the outlet is under the desk, is there a need to provide duet 
cable? 

A Outlet is on the floor 

 

 
Jakarta, 16 March 2015 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


